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Should college courses
be offered online?

•
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Theater
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Sometimes students are sti11
clueless about their financial aid
packages. Even after they have
begun their college career. On
Monday in the Computer Science
Building, the Office of Student
Financial Assistance held a Financial Aid Forum in order to
hear students' concerns and offer
information.
The Director of Student Financial Assistance, Mary
McKinney, spoke to students during the forum about the services

The Orlando
Broadway Series gets
caught up in a Death

provided in the Financial Aid Office that include information about
scho1arships, grants, loans and eligibility requirements.
"In these financial aid forums we hope to help out students
with their questions and concerns
about their student aid, and take
the chance to hear input from them
in an open response discussion,"
/
said McKinney,
One of the first concerns of
the students at the forum was about
scholarship availability. McKinney
explained about how to find more
information about them and where
to look.

[' •

Special to the Future
The cost of college tuition
will continue to outpace inflation
this year, and students are borrowing more than ever to get degrees according to a new study.
"I had scholarships and parental support for college but have
been relying on loans, about
$50,000, for graduate school,"
doctoral studentDerekLarson said
Larson's wife is also a
graduate stu_Qent, and they wonder how they'll pay off the loans.
"I expect we'll be lucky to
pay off our debt in 10 years after
finding work, assuming we can
both find jobs in our respective
fields at all," Larson said. "I feel
quite insecure about the financial
future my investment may bring."
According to a College
Board survey released Sept. 25,
students at four-year public colleges and universities can expect
to pay about 6 percent more for
tuition this year for tuition. That's .
about $155 more than last year.
Four-year private schools
boosted undergraduate tuition this
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All NEW to the
Future Reviews! The
1995 CMA
Entertainer of the
Year releases yet
another rockin' CD.
Check it out!
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by COLLEEN DuBAISE
Special to the Future
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arships.
However, students can find
out about scholarships through the
internet. There are two websites
which s.tudents can track down
scholarship information: http://
www.fastweb.com, and http://
www.finaid.com.
The UCF student library also
carries a few books that have information about nationwide available scholarships. One is the

Peterson's Guide to Scholarships.
Students are encouraged to research in the library to find out
see FORUM, page 2

"I expect

we'll be
lucky to pay off
our debt in 10
years after finding
work, assuming
we can find jobs.
Derek Larson,
doctoral student

"
year by 5 percent, which means
students will have to pay about
$607 more .
Room and board also jumped
an average 6 percent, or $220, at
public co11eges and universities and
about4 percent, or $195, at private
schools, the study found.
Donald M. Stewart, president of the College Board, said
that despite the costs "are daunting to many, for most Americans,
the fact remains that college is still
accessible, especially in the light
see TUITION, page 3

Online courses netting succe·ss around the world
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The financia1 aid office in
the Administration Bui1ding posts
scholarships month1y outside their
front desk. These scholarships
~ange from general ac~demic to
specific criteria with majors and/
or request for student involvement
in the community and on campus.
In addition to these postings,
McKinney informed students that
for each department in each of the
five colleges at UCF, there are a
listing of schoiarships that pertain
to those majors with their own
criteria. Students can inquire
within the department of their
major to find the avai1able schol-

by COLLEEN DuBAISE
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College costs up five
percent nationwide
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Forum outlines financial assistance options.

Campus Chat
Room
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When she has free time,
Kazuko Ouchi takes a break from
her job at Access Japan Management in Hong Kong to flip on her
computer and join in on a class
discussion with other members of
Duke University's Global Executive MBA Program.
Likewise, students from
around the world delve into such
topics as African magic and medicine as part of a I 0-week on-line,
noncredit course on ancient Egypt
offered by the University of Chicago.
Along with clothing catalogs and presidential campaigns,
education has gone on-line.
Without leaving the com-

forts of home, or the confines of
the office, scores of students are
participating in class discussions
and scholarly lessons as they work
to finish even advanced degrees
via ~omputer.
Few universities have pro'grams that allow an entire class to
obtain degrees without ever meeting each other face-to-face. But
most are incorporating the computer into higher education, even if
it's as simple as a student using emai1 to ask a professor to explain a
lecture point.
The virtual classroom, once
considered the wave of the future,
has arrived.
"It's here,"Teri Hedegaard,
vice president of the on-line campus at the University of Phoenix
said. "Just about every university

is running an on-line class somewhere. And it's going to get even
bigger. I see it as just exploding."
In fact, many universities
are seeking advice from the University of Phoenix, which
launched its on-line campus in
1989. The school, which boasts
about 500 alums, offers four
graduate and ' t~ree undergraduate degrees in business, management or technology, all taught
on-line.
When students aren't taking part in classroom discussion,
they also can "chat" or network
in an on-line forum that serves as
a student union.
"I don't see it as a replacement [to the traditional classroom]," Hedegaard said. "I see it
as an extension. Our institution

"I don't see it
(online courses)
as a replacement
to the traditional
classroom. I see it
as an extension.
Teri Hedegaard,
University of Phoenix

"

has always served the working
adult market. We saw this program really as an issue of access to
education."
More than 2,000 students,
see ONLINE, on page 4

Visit the Central Florida Future in cyberspace at http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html
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Student aid options explained Study finds increase in
student's family is requested to
support for education (called the
Financial Aid
what their possibilities can be.
Expected Family Contribution).
from TUITION, page 1
Many students were con- Some cases differ based on indiResources
cerned with how their financial victual family circumstances and
of financial aid currently availaid package is determined from living arrangements, in which the
On Campus:
able."
their personal family income. P.A. office can arrange individual
Financial Aid Office
Stewart urged students and
McKinney explained some of the appointments to sit down with the
families to keep college costs in
AD
120
set criteria made by the National necessary documents and help
perspective, noting thata majority
823-2827
Department of Education, that form the student aid package.
of students pay less than $4,000
many students were questionable
Students also asked about
per year. Only about 5 percent of
Individual Financial
about.
the difference between Subsidized
college
students attend the highest
Aid Counseling
According to the NDE, an and Unsubsidized Stafford Loans,
priced universities that charge
independent student is one that and the way loans are disbursed to
823-5285
more than $20,000 a year, he said.
meets one of the following crite- students. Subsidized is simply that
The study by the College
Scholarships online:
ria: 1. 24 years old, 2. hav~ an the government pays for the interBoard, an association of about
award of court that releases them est on the loan. Unsubsidized
www.finaid.com
3,000colleges, also found that fedfrom Parental dependency, 3. par- means that the student/family pays
eral aid is available to students at
ents deceased, 4. married, or 5. for the interest on the loan either
a record level, more than $50 bi Iprofessional student (having now , or later when they begin pay- ask for adjustments to whatever
I ion.
earned a BA or BS, and pursuing a men ts on the loan (6 months after has changed.
But most student aid growth
graduate degree).
graduation).
Ifthat formed is not received has come in the form of federal
Otherwise the student is conThe Stafford loans are made by mid January, or if a student is loans, according to Lawrence
sidered a dependent student. Also, in to two disbursements: Fall/ applying for Financial Aid for the Gladieux , executive director for
individual student budgets are set Spring, Spring/Summer, or if the firsttime, then they should pick up policy analysis at the College
by UCFbased on whether you live student is only going to be en- the FAFSA form from the F.A. Board's Washington office. Jn
on or off-campus, or at home with rolled for one particular semester Office.
1995-96, federal loan programs
The Forum was a chance for provided $29 billion in aid to stuyour parents .
both checks will arrive during that
In the Free Application for semester a few weeks apart. The the students to become informed of dents, which was 57 percent of all
Federal Student Aid, which is the checks come from the lender to things that may not have been clear available aid.
form in which students fill out to the Cashier' s Office, and after a about before. Langston Adams, a
In contrast, federal grant
receive eligibility information check through the student's sophomoremajoringinRadioffele- support continued to decline, deabout student aid, students will fill records to look for possible holds, vision found the forum to be help- spite a slight increase of $40 in the
out the income which the student then is mailed out to the address ful.
maximum Pell-Grant. Now grants
"The Financial Aid Forum represent just 42 percent of total
and/or their parents make. The that is on the computer record for
FAFSA results determine which that student.
provided me with much needed in- federal, state, and institutional aid .
form of federal financial aid they
McKinney also reminded formation on things I had been con"'Since the mid-70's, the Pell
are eligible to receive (i.e. pell students that it is wise to send their cemed about, and a start on a long a, Grant has lost ground both to intlation and to the rising cost .of
grants, perkins Joans, stafford FAFSA form 1997-98 before the fruitful process," said Adams.
deadl1'ne · Stu There will be two Financial college,a40percentdecreaseover
1oans ).
Marc h ] Pr·or't
1 1Y
This information gives the dents who have received financial Aid Forums in the Spring Semester 20 years," Stewart said.
university a starting point to form aid in the past should receive a to provide students with the same
But Jack Joyce, associate
percentage
the
student/
renewal
form
in
the
mail
that
will
opportunity.
director
of information at the
the
~__:_~~-=-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-,-~~~~~~~~,

FORUM, from page 1

•

student financial aid

association's College Scholarship
Service, points out that half of all

Submit to UCF's Award-Winning Student Literary Magazine
Deadline: December 20, 1996

students enrolled in higher education receive some financial aid,
often a combination of grants,
scholarships, loans and workstudy.
"Focusing on 'sticker price'
or allowing 'sticker shock' to influence college choice will limit
opportunities that are out there for
students," Joyce said.
Some private schools have
reacted to "sticker shock" with
promises not to raise tuition more
than the inflation rate; others have
simply cut tuition. The most publicized example is Muskingum
College, which cut its tuition more
than $4,000 this year from $13,850
to $9,850.
James Appleberry, president
of the American Association of
State Colleges and Universities,
said the good news in·the College
Board report is that there is more
financial aid available for students
to attend college than ever before.
The bad news is that the
increase is in the form of loans
rather than grants. which means
··we are creating a seriously debtburdened society." Appleberry
said .
Appleberry blames rising
costs on state legislatures that have
"deprioritized;' funding for public
colleges and universities.
.. Historically, most states
have paid more than two thirds of
the cost of a college education,
and the student or their (amily
paid the rest, .. Appleberry said.
.. Now, many states pay only 50
percent."

The Central Florida Future
News department meets every
Wednesday night at 7 p.m. at
Kelsey's Pizzeria next to the
UC-7 Cinema. Join the team
by stopping by with your story
ideas and your love for writing.
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Send or deliver manuscripts and self-addressed
stamped envelopes to:

The Cypress Dome
Department of English (HFA 301)
University of Central Florida
Orlando, FL 32816

Submission guidelines available in HFA 301

CICt•s Pizza

•

5864 RED BUG LAKE RD. &TUSKAWILLA RD.
(ACROSS FROM OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE)
695-3555 FOR TAKEOUT &LARGE PARTIES
OPB\111AM·1 OPM SUN·THURS 11AM·11 PM FRI &SAT
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Campus Chat Room: Do you feel that college courses should be offered online?

Yes, because a lot
"----------------------------of us are wired for
the net. It's easier
to get online than
come here and look
for parking.

•

\.a

•

•

Sheldon Roupp, 21,
biology

"--------------

•

•

,

Jennifer Nail, 19, theater

•

•

Graeme Philipson, 18,
accounting

Yes, when you
register it is hard
to find classes you
want. It would be
easier to get classes
if they were offere
on a computer
instead.

Yes, it would
provide more
classes, because
now people have to
go elsewhere to~
finish general
education
requirements .

engineering

"

•

Rex Rpberts, 18,
undecided

"

''Sudents need Health Insurance. Protect
yourselffront the rising cost of medical ·.
services. You deserve the best insurance
that is available to you. fVe at Blu Murray
will help you acquire that insurance."
A CONTRACTED GENERAL AGENCY FOR:

505 Maitland Ave., Suite 21 O
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701

• ~ (407) 332-0909

•

+. '

Blue Cross
Blue Shield
fl

of Florida

WE FIND ANSWERS.
Policy# 8366 -789 SR
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Next Week's question:
Do you think professors are easily
accessible outside of the classroom?

•Compiled by
Christina Columbus

WHOWILL

•

Blu Murray
Insurance Agency

"

It depends on the
class. General
education, like
history courses are
good, but it is not
practical for
science courses. Jay Shroyer, 18,

. INSURANCE
•

.

"

"--------------

. f · HEAl~TH
•

No, the internet is
not the best
solution. It's true
that it is often hard
to get the classes
you want them, but
students need
hands on
experience..

BETHEIEXI
.MR.UCF
·OR
..----:::--,99~7 MISS UCF?~
Mr.

acn?;:J

1997

Mi~JJ

UCf'??P

Sign up in
Student Center Roolll 198
For inforlllation
call 823-6471

~~'la

NEED MONEY
Earn up to $150.00 per month
donating plasma
for information or appointment CALL 841-2151
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS

1122 W. Church St., Orlando

Auditions:
November 20
5-7pm

November 22
3-7plll
~

.
·•·······or..........

......................
...... ....... . .•..-

~~.,·lfi1lvcrslt
~
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··~AB
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CAMP S ACTIVI"[IF.S llOARO
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Courses offer classwork without the classroom
ONLINE, from page 1

time discussion even if it was convenient for our students,"
whose average age is 38. are cur- Hedegaard said. "The truth is, you
rently enrolled in the programs, gee much more depth when you
which are designed for the work- give the students the time. They
ing professional. The undergradu- are thinking about what they want
ate degree programs require a year to say, and they're reviewing it.
of campus residency, al though the That has certain cognitive bengraduate degree can be completed efits."
with out students ever stepping foot
Hedegaard sees a true adin a classroom.
vantage in what she refers to as the
Students enroll in one course "democratizing" aspect of on-line
at a time and receive textbooks education. In a traditional classand a syllabus in the mail. The room setting, one or two students
university stresses that courses are can often dominate class discusnot self-paced or open-ended; there sion while the more reserved or
are deadline dates- assigned for shy students sit silently.
hom.ework, reading and on-line
But in the electronic classdiscussions.
room, '·everybody i_s really equal,"
Typically, the instructor in- she said. "No one is responding to
troduces a topic on the first day of . particularly discriminatory factors,
the week and posts a short lecture. such as gender, race even how you
Throughout the~week, students do look. You're responding to other's
reading and other work on their ideas."
own; assignments are sent elecThe virtual classroom has
tronically to the instructor, who its drawbacks, however. In terms
grades them and sends them back of class discussions, "responses
with comments.
are delayed, .. Hedegaard said.
Students go on-line at their ··There·s more room for misunconvenience to add their comments derstanding because of that deto class discussion. Although the lay."
technology would allow for reaJ
Also ... everybody talks
time discussion, it would be diffi- about the disadvantage of nor becult for students. in different time ing able to see someone during
zones to dial in at the same time. discussion:· Hedegaard said.
But to many, the beauty of "You're not able to use body lanthe program is its flexibility; a guage or the nuances that go along
student can add input to classroom with that."
discussion while at work during a
With so much reliance on
lunch break or at home after the computers, unexpected system
kids have been tucked in at night. shutdowns or crashes can also
"We wouldn't go to real- throw a wrench into the learning

process. But students adjust to
technical difficulties much the
same way traditional students adjust to "when your car breaks
down on your way to class:·
Hedegaard said.
A brief orientation period
helps students adjust to the special
software used to communicate
with the rest of the class. Most
students will spend between two
to three years to complete the
coursework.
"Once they get through 'the
hump' in the first class, the medium pretty much becomes transparent," Hedegaard said. "It becomes a tool they can use and
manipulate."
But are corporate employers willing to readily accept a degreeobtained through on-line, long
distance education?
According to Hedegaard,
that's the million dollar question.
At the very least, most companies are willing to fork over the
cash to reiJl!burse their employees
the cost of tuition, which runs about
$1,275 per three-credit hour
course.
"We have about every Fortune 500 company represented
among our students," Hedegaard
said. "Support is very high. There
are few that won't support it."
Even prestigious business
schools are flipping on computers
to teach students. A brand new online program at Duke University's
Fuqua School of Business is the
global-executive master's in busi-

The Orientation Office
is proud to announce....

ness administration. also known
as the GEMBA.
The 19-month program is
designed for middle managers who .
have, or expect to have, global
responsibilities. The inaugural
class of 41 students log on from I 4
countries, including Hong Kong,
Brazil, and Japan.
Aside
from
on-line
classwork and discussion, students
must physically meet in four continents over the course of the program. Two-week residencies are
required in Durham, North Carolina, Sao Paolo, Brazil, Shanghi,
China and Salzburg, Austria.
Airfares are not included in
the price of the program, which
runs close to $80,000. Most students get help from their employers, according to the university.
Already, Duke's GEMBA
program is winning rave reviews
from its students.
Daniel McHugh, 39, vice
president of Yield Management
Sea-Land Service in Charlotte,
N.C.. describes the work as rigorous and challenging.
"'The required time commitment is substantial, and my wife
goes from being supportive to
.wanting to throw my Think Pad
out the window," McHugh said.
Kazucho Ouchi. who is
Japanese. logs on from Hong
Kong. Ouchi, 38. is the managing
director of Access Japan Management, a consulting firm that helps
non-Japanese companies break
into the Japanese marke't.

Ouchi said she applies what
she learns to her work almost on a
daily basis. She is also very impressed with her classmates around
the world.
"They have much insight
and make wise comments in class
and have been generous in offering help in the subjects that they
are strong in," Ouchi said.
The virtual classroom is a
big advantage for foreign students
with language difficulties.
"I can work at my own pace
and go back to a classmate's comments ifl don't understand them,"
Ouchi said.
At the University_of Phoenix, a graduation ceremony is held
each year in San Francisco. For
most, the ceremony marks the first
time classmates will meet, often
after two or more years of ·•attending" class together.
This year. 300 students and
their families flew in from all over
the nation.
Many students said they
felt as though they already knew
each other. having exchanged stories via computer on their children. their problems, and their jobs.
..Ten years ago. wh6 would
have imagined working adults
commuting to and from class h)modcm."' University of Phoenix
president John Sperling said.
"Technology has given us undreamed of tools and has altered
our work, our leisure, and the way
we learn."

•Are you concerned about job security, career
---~'\ti advancement, or simply linding better
. employment opportunities?
.•For less than 30¢ a day employers hiring
across Central Florida will be able to view
your resume on-line and contact you directly.
•It's the easiest and most affordable way of
finding a job today.

Apply Today!
Send your check or money order with a resume to:

Employment America
2412 Oakwood Court Kissimee, FL 34744-2622
3 Months - $30
6 Months - $60
12 Months - $90
Reply today - get one extra month free!
You have nothing to lose and a whole new future tp gain!
Visa/MC Orders Call (407) 935-1115

1(/l!iting a Spark...
Travis Bell
Joe Binswanger
Jennifer Atria
Jesus Chevere
Eric Brothers
Freddy Cano
Chris Davis
Kristin Cimock Seth Daub
Alissa Dutmers
Ingrid Gonzalez Melissa Hinson
Jessica Lavely
Joe Liguori
Carlos Lebron
Angela Lyons
Jeff Mayer .
Danelle Marable
Tisha Milburn
Tony Miniscalco Jamie Molinaro
Mark Moore
Tom Moreno
Nicole Nunes
Hope Ostane
Kerri Seddon
Andrew Shaffer
Jill Sherrod ·
Joseph Smith
Stephanie Smith
Laura Wharton
Susan Levinson - Student Director

CONGRATULATIONS !!!
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Club Info
Join us for victory in '96! UCF
College Democrats Meetings
Monday @ 5 pm Student Center,
m1. 214 more info: Sean 306-0167
Carmen: 823-0526
UCF demos @ aol.com
UCF Newman Club
Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass on campus Sundays 8 pm
PH 115 for more info: 281-4438

CAMPUS CRUSADE
FOR CHRIST
EVERY TUES. & WED.
NOON SC214

•

•

212. 3 min. to UCF. Clean & nice .
Bdrm w/ own bath. $249/rnnth.
Dishwasher, disp., washer hkup.
etc. Brian 281-3722 Avail now.

Unfurnished room w/ private
bathroom 2 min. from campus.
140/rno. split utilities 3 ways. 3814375 or e-mail BSW84 l 250

•

•

Winter Park. great location, close
to Rollins. hardwood floors,
fireplace, great haclyard.rnom
furn or unfurn, $375 for all. Call
629-9671 for details .

Classifieds

1982 HONDA ACCORD 2
Earn $15-30 per hour
DOOR 5 SPEED COLD A/C
immediately. No sales or
140 K MILES MINT COND.
telemarketing. (
)
MANY NEW PARTS. ASK
Apt. for rent. 2 min. by UCF. 2/2
FOR MATT 384-7861 OR t------------1ATIENTIONALLSTUDENTS!!!
Lg lvg rm. Sep ktchn. Many
*EARN EXTRA INCOME* Grants, Scholarships & Aid availabl
LEAVE MESSAGE.
dishwashers, disp., wsher hkup,
E
$
$
kl
T
from sponsors!!! No repayments
BEST OFFER
200 500
arn
. wee y.rnat mg ever!!! $$$Cash for college$$$ For
etc. Bryn 281-3722 $495/mnth.
phone cards. For mformatton send a
info: _ _ _
1 800 243 2435
self-addressed stamped envelope t o : - - - - - - - - - - - '
Inc., P.O. Box 0887, Miami, FL
33164
APARTMENT FOR RENT
Internet Access Terminal Sales
2br 1ba, nice, quiet, new carpet.
t-----------~
Complete vending units. $200 min.
$515 mo. Prefer older students.
per unit sold, potential monthly
FUND RAISER-Motivated
Call Loretta: 382-:5979
income $500+ per unit. No$$
groups needed to earn $500+
investment required.
promoting AT&T, Discover, gas
Fax 941-815-9637
Huge 2br 2ba apt., walk to
and retail cards. Since 1969,
univ.,quiet, nice view, $440'mo.
we've helped thousands of groups
349-2723
raise the money they need. Call
1
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Travel Lynn at (800)592-2121 ext. 174.
the world while earning an
Free CD to qualified callers .
excellent income in the Cruise Ship
& Land-Tour Industry. Seasonal &
manatee~
full-time employment available. No
exp necessary. For info. call 1-206Mobile Horne near UCF. 14x60,
971-3550 ext. C54 I 8 l
3/2. Includes appliances. GraduWORDMASTERS
ated, must sell. $6700 568-5775
manatee~
STUDENT PAPER SPECIALHome for the Holidays? Earn
ISTS. SINCE 1986, NEAR
Holiday $$$$$. Call Toptalent for
CAMPUS 277-9600
~low
various temporary jobs while you
are home for the holidays.
Call Today 839-6222
88 Mazda B2200 P-up (white)
~how
performance tires.directional rims
tint, bra, alarm, rail sys. bed cover GREAT INCOME POTENTIAL
LSAT GRE GMAT
While still in school work with
cold A/C, great cond. x-tras, must
Prep
course, Orlando, Daytona,
the fastest growing company
see. $5500 Chris 896-3402/399Melbourne
(407)740-0003
(Contact your local auto tag office
PT/Ff Call 381-1872
4307

For Rent

Services

Autos

•

•

•

•

ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS:
Make reservations early for lunch or dinner

Open at 11 am to 10:30pm
A party of 6 and over will receive a

complimentary bottle of wine
or champagne
*Now serving mixed drinks, wine, & beer

.

Other

Help Wanted

•

•

November 21, 1996

365-4774
Located at corner of
Carrigan and Alafaya Trail
2 miles north of UCF on Alafaya Trail

._________________________________________

I

Tutors

We re here to say,
you need to
save the
and rnpport them today.
In Florida;
are found.
When on the waterwayj,
please down.
Buy atag,
and others the way.
It's up to you
to do your part today.
for more information )
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Letters
·Frorn

Ln

1n1L.

cff uture@gdi.net

Readers
nn1N1nN

Ur 1111u11

E

Milli •

- , 1n1L.

future.opinion@
outdoor.com

Isn't it obvious that the capitalist upper class controls the United
States President, the government, the
Republican and Democratic parties,
rLFnN,
•N~·
Ln
u, 1L111c.
the mass media, the educational system, the military, the courts, the stock
market, most private property, all
major corporations and 70 percent of
the national wealth?
Do you really believe that the
capitalist elites are going to give up
their massive amounts of wealth and
power just because you voted to have
a real democracy? Do you really believe that they care about anything
else except preserving their elite position in society? Are you Jiot shocked O W'dh Disney and Sea World so
by their;gr;ed.and .lies .a~uljlestruc
nearby, roadkill often gets overtion of the Earth? Shocked
·their
propaganda trying to stifle what we looked as a fun fonn of family
know in our hearts to be trµe? Hello? entertainment
Screw voting! We need Revo- ·
lutionaries .and we need them now!
Long drives through the countryw~ n.e.e d pe~pie who .a re goi~g to ~tir side can be tedious and uneventful. The blur
things ·fi.p, who are g6lqg fo takerisks, of passing cars sometimes seems almost
who at((.goiiig to challenge power, who hypnotic. Some drivers listen to music to
defeat boredom. Others try to spell anaare going to say, "en~u_gh ot. tllls!"
·. We need Visi,onaries! People grams with license plates. The creative
whose~ clearly that the time _
has come driver, however, makes the most out of a
for people to take complete control of long trip by admiring various animal carcasses strewn upon the roadway.
the entire U.S. economic system .creating the world's finest ·.n~olitical
I spend about an hour a day drivalJ,d; e~~n~mk democracy. _A 'iJd.uble ing to and from this college of ours. You
D~mo~rijcyf The .l'vhole wO,~id: Will fol- may say, "Doesn't that get incredibly boring?" My reply to this question used to be,
low our Jel\d!
·. We need fearless ones! People "Why yes, please shoot me," but since I've
who w!ll neyer kn.~el to the .power learned to appreciate roadkill, I enjoy evelite, w~o '.Viii organize ~nd mobilize, ery moment of my obligatory drive.
According to my-own personal
who will seize the mqmeut hi liistQry
to save our. democracy a .. s~ve our "death tallies," possums are Central
Florida's most popular form of roadkill.
country•.The wh9le .w6r:ld·b w~iting.
· ' Tb~ Reyolll~~i()n .needs you During one week of driving, I noticed fifnow?
teen dead possums on the side of the road.
Of course, some of them may have been
playing dead, as possums tend to do when
frightened. I am fairly certain, however, that
they were actually deceased since most
were missing heads or some other vital body
appendage.
Not surprisingly, armadillos are
among the most frequent highway casualties. They came in a close second as I observed thirteen armadillo pancakes during
my week-long roadkill fest. Apparently, an
armadillo's life cycle is as follows:
Birth It Growth It Reproduction It
Get crushed by a Buick
Armadillos also seem to make the
most visually offensive roadkill since
Mother Nature engineered them to BURST
when their crush threshold is exceeded.
Analyzing the causes of armadillo
,cleansing.J>.f ,the riljnd or s,oul i · L. ';
squashings, I've come to the following conclusion: They're just too cocky, and they
carry a big ego along with that shell. You
see, an armadillo's shell makes him imper''JUD Yb W9'f/, Fr~r;l~~ !Looking'· vious to most things that nature can throw
at him, and he knows it. Consequently, he
·_ good
waddles around the forests with the attitude
. FRA~K;·
~s We''Sp.eak,
of being the toughest animal around, tauntI'm. having ·a.catha·rsis. , \,_:
ing non-shelled animals and demanding
J Y:..i~ that where :YOlJ
their
I unch money. However, Mr.
·pee.. in"a bag?' · .: .,
.·
Armadillo's shell is not specifically deFRAN,K~ No, th~t's a . cath~
signed to withstand the weight of, say, a
eter, and It's not;nearly as
mini-van, so when he ventures out on the
pleas_ant~
roads he becomes a balloon ready to pop.
: .
(And pop he does.)

http://
www.gdi.net/cff/
cff.html

Rat Animals: Rorida's roadside tourist attraction
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· · .Opinion ·Editor

On my dead animal hunt-a-thon, I realize the inevitable danger of their acviewed two dogs that had been hit by cars tions. As an added strike against-them,
in Bithlo. They were the most gruesome motorisls usually aren ' t very sympathetic
exhibit I saw, complete with extruding en- to snakes and feel no remorse for casutrails. The reason for the dogs running out ally lining up their vehicles with the snake
into the road still isn't clear,· although it's and ··accidentally'' rolling over top of
still under investigation. Maybe t~ey liked them.
But by far the most numerous
to chase cars; maybe they were following
dare-devil armadillos into the road, or per- Flattened Phenomenon on Central Florida
haps they just didn't want to live in Bithlo roads are Unidentified Splats. These goo
any longer (Who can blame them?). What- stains splatter almost all local streets and
ever the case, dogs can do considerably roadways. It is be! ieved that these amormore damage to a vehicle than armadillos, phous blobs once actually took the shape
so one should be particularly careful not to of animals. Dedicated roadkilJologists
hit dogs while driving. This is also a good study Unidentified Splats for hours on
end, trying to recognize the type of crearule of thumb while biking.
A few days ago I saw a dead bird ture that the spot used to be. Making sense
on the shoulder of the road. Birds, as I see of these slimy stains is by no means an
it, simply have no excuse for getting hit by easy task. It is believed that the .. ink-biol
vehicles. All that a bird has to do is main- test," which is widely used by psychiatain an altitude of ten feet to avoid flying trists, originated from idcnti fying
into automobiles. Obviously, this bird had squashed animal remains.
As you now know, Florida roads
an emotional problem or an inner-ear imbalance. Kamikaze birds can be a threat to contain treasures just waiting to be found.
One should be sure to appreciate the diany motorist.
Snakes are run over quite often, versity of carnage on the highways. and
too. On cool mornings they lie on road- ·visitors to the Central Florida area should
ways attempting to get warm by sunning keep their eyes peeled for Flat Animals:
themselves. Unfortunately, snakes don't Florida's roadside tourist attraction.
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Arnold Schwarnegger chokes it up with a few Santas in Jingle All The Way

,,

c:omrteay/FOX

(opening tomorrow)
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DON'T WAIT IN. LINE

Deathtrap
The Orlando Broadway
Series 'presentation • . . . . 8

ANYMORE FOR YOUR
TEXTBOOKS!
Starting December 15, 1996 you can
order your textbooks by phone and
Save Up To 10°/o!

Audio Head
Country kicldn' with Alan
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Passive Aggression
A load of 90s psychedelic
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Jingle All The Way
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turbo for toys . . . • • . . • . 10

*Shipping is free in the Continental US.
*Minimum order of 50 dollars required
*Returns and refunds! No problem!
Call 1-888-21BOOKS (Toll-Free 8am lt' 7pm Mon.-Fri.")
• Please ha\·e \Our schedule and credit card ready \Yhen you place your
~ 'rdcr.
• Alh)\\ 7-10 da:·s t~x delivery.(Urder N1..1\Y~)
• \\t. ~ accept all majLn· cn;dil cards(Mast<.:r CarJ~ Visa~ Amer. Express

•
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D8ATHTRAP
Deathtrap (**112, out of four). a thriller in two acts.
These are the first words uttered at the onset of the fourth
longest-running production on Broadway. With these words
the audience is led to anticipate an exciting trip through
murder and intrigue.
This touring production features Elliot Gould as Sidney
Bruh!. Mariette Hartley as Myra, Douglas Wen as Clifford
Anderson, Marilyn Cooper as Helga Ten Dorp - the psychic
next door and Doug Stender as Porter Milgrim - Sidney
Bruhl's lawyer. The sets are by James Noone, Wstumes by
Jess Goldstein, lighting by Ken Billington and sound by Peter
Fitzgerald.

Act I
If excitement and intrigue were what the audience was
waiting for, it was a long-time coming. The first two scenes of
Act I are mostly '€Xposition by Sidney Bruh!, about a play,
Deathtrap, written by Clifford Anderson. It is apparent that
this is when·the plot is being set up. This is when the audience
learns what the play is about.
I don't want you to get the wrong; idea; Act I is not a
waste in any case. It does pick up in the last scene with a highly
surprising plot twist which keeps the audience guessing right

•
Elliot Gould and Mariette Hartley in the national tour of Deathtrap
through the intermission. I would also like to recognize the
wonderfully entertaining comedy from Marilyn Cooper as the
psychic next door. She performs the role to perfection and
even steals the show.

Act II

you can always check out the 1982 movie version that starred
Michael Caine and Christopher Reeve. Movie adaptations of
famous plays are usually just as good. You won't be
disappointed with either version of Deathtrap.
•Tracy Webb

•

Act II is considerably better than the first act. It continues with multiple plot twists concerning Sidney and Clifford.
We get to understand the characters a little bit better and there
is more comedy by the psychic next door. There are also three
scenes in this act. I have to admit that only two scenes are
necessary. The last scene is there only for comic relief.

An ax comes down in Deathtrap

'

~

courtesy/JOAN

uRcus

When it comes right down to it, I will say that the acting
is superb, and the characters are well-developed, but the story
is still lacking. I saw some people walk out of the theater
because they simply were not entertained. Deathtrap has
everything that a thriller is supposed to have. There is a lot of
conflict, plot twists, and interesting characters. I feel that it is
the comedy that drew my attention away from the story. Much
of it seemed contrived. It was forced and predictable. The only
character who was able to pull the comedy off naturally is, of
course, Cooper. The otherchar:acters did not seem natural with
the comedy.
If you have the chance to see the original production
of Deathtrap, please go see it, but don't buy the expensive
seats. I want you to get your money's wo11h. Another option,

•

•

..

'S:r-:;,f

v.·,

•
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· lltl»le l}Ell» Passive and Agg_ressive Local Music
•
by PETE MATCHETI
Contributing Writer

•

•
•

•

•

•

Everything I Love
Alan Jackson
Arista

****

Still Rocking the Jukebox
Chalk up another platinum for the tall lanky fella' in the tight
fittin' Wranglers . Since Alan Jackson's first CD Here in the Real World
shot to the top of the charts and went multi-platinum, each of his nonholiday CDs have ended in the same spot with his Christmas collection Honkv Tonk Christmas, approaching platinum.
With Everything I Love. Alan Jackson has managed to stay
'
true to country music and please the diverse country crowd that is
buying up the CD's. By staying true to himself and his lo~es th~t
include H(jk Williams, Sr. and old cars, Jackson has another hit on his
hands.
His first single from E1·erything I Lol'e is a cover of an old
Tom T. Hall hit called ·Little Bitty'. The smooth two-step groove hits
what Jackson lives. Humility.
Dig a little to track three and you'll rind a team effort by Alan
Jackson and Jim McBride called ·Buicks to the Moon·. This cut
combines Jackson's sense of humor and ability to express his rcclings
about a girl and a car at the same ti me. Ir you're a Jackson fan, you know
he's done this before via lyrics and video.
Jackson's trademark smooth vocals and dead-on sincerity
correlate with the album's emotional pinnacle on the fourth cut ·Between the Devil and Mc·.
Dicr<.rinu
c::-c::c::- even deeper to cut number ten, "It's Time you
Lcarncd Ahout Good-hyc.' you'll find yet another gem written solely
by Jackson. It's a good two-steppin'. hccr-drinkin' tune.
.
[have to say you'd he hard pressed to find a song on this CD
that doesn't dcl'inc Jackson and country music. Ir it's not apparent, I
·loved this CD. It's a 'must for any Alan Jackson fan or anyone who
enjoys pure, simple country music.
.
.
Keeping true to country's roots has always been the heart_ ol
the I995 CMA Entertainer of the Year's accomplishments. Much like
it was for his hero. Hank Williams. Don't worry Alan. Hank is smilin'.
•Denise Cullen

Passive Aggression is giving Orlando
a different taste in local music. The one man
studio machine, Jesse Cervantes, decided to
work alone on his project after composing
didn't work out with partners. "This way
there are no compromises," explains the
rocker. Jesse joins the ranks of solo musicians such as Trent Reznor, Beck, and Primitive Radio Gods. The former Prophets of
Nothing member stormed the studio with
keyboards, lyrics and three years of musical
ideas, and came out with No Encores Tonight.
Passive Aggression is an electronic
ensemble of synths, drums and occasional
guitar and bass riffs. These synthetic textures
create a modern psychedelic feel. The mood
and ambient sty-le of his music reflect his
influences from artists such as The Beaties
to, of course, Nine Inch Nails.
All tracks on the Passive Aggress·ion
CD have a different feel, catering to most
listeners. Cervai:ites hopes to "avoid ever
being pigeon-holed into one particular genre."'
The more passive songs seem to be the most
interesting to listen to though . The vocals are
clear and calm through most of the tracks.
"The lyrics are as important to me as the
music. I want to evoke emotion from the
listener. I want that person to feel something."
"Sometimes" is an upbeat, ambient and
dreamy song with a Pink Floyd and Kraftwerk
feel to it. When asked about his inOuence by
bands such as Pink Floyd, Cervantes remarked, "Actually, I just started listening to
Pink Floyd. I can't believe it took me so
long." He takes this sty le of arranging further
with the track, "The Noose", which is an
ambient and dark musical journey . It even
includes a harpsichord breakdown with distorted vocals. "One" has an early NIN feel
with it's funky sequenced grooves, and 808

beats. "Stories" has a Sisters of Mercy and Joy Division
sound to it.
A live show is in the works. "As far as the live act is
concerned, we always shoot for big theatrics and high energy.
Thatcanalwaysbeexpected. Wepromisenottoleaveanyone
disappointed," said Cervantes.
When asked about the future of Passive Aggression he
responded, "At the risk of sounding completely cliche, I want
to do something spectacular. I am dying to create something
that will be talked about for years, like Sgt. Pepper or The
Wall. What else can I say?" "

·····.··.-.;.._._:·;-.

You've got a lot to gri~ about when you use AT&T or an
AT&T Universal MasterCard®.Like an AT&T True Rewards®
Member Benefit Card. Just flash it and:
• Sam Goody/Musicland gives you a 15% discount
on CDs and cassettes.
• "TCBY"®·Treats gives you a free~ie after you buy two.
• BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO®makes your third movie
free, when you rent two~
•Amtrak lets your companion travel for 25% off
But True Rewards is just one part of our special
college package. Here are some more:

To sign up for the AT&T True Rewards® Program, call

1800 654-0471

AT&T

Your True Choice
http: 1iv.'"watt com / college
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Jingle Be'-1s
PARIS
AMSTERDAM
ROME
MADRID
VIENNA
fAAES AJll. EACH WAY
M!Alll llASlD ON A llOUNOTllP l'Ull-

fflOM
CHASE. fAAES 00 NOT Kl.UDE f£0EAAI. TAXfS OR Pf(S TOTAUlfG
IETWEfff S3·S45, DfftNDING ON !ST\NA!lON OR DEPAIO'URE
CHAAGlS PNO !lllECTl.T TO FOfEJGN GCMRNMEHTS. fms III. 51.e.KT TO CIWIGE ¥l1lHO\IT NOTICE.

[it.1111&11 Travel,._.._~
National Reservation Center

1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)

http://www.ciee~ . .

EUROPASS FROM $210

YWltJJA,lt\"!.ltJ

Although Jingle All the Way is not a very original Christmas
movie (it borrows heavily from Toy Stat~\' and Home Alone 2: lost in
Ne1r York ), it is rather funny at times.
The story follows Arnold Schwarzenegger through the big
city on Christmas Eve as he tries to find a Turboman Action figure for
his son. The catch: Turboman is more popular than any toy Christmas
has seen before. Arnold battles mobs of angry customers, an attacking
reindeer, the police. a warehouse of conniving Santas, and Sinbad.
The script is very Home Alone-like. Arnold's kid is the most
intelligent person in the entire movie, while Arnold, his wife, Sinbad
and Phil Hartman (slightly out of place as a pervert) are all not very
bright. The best stuff here is Sinbad doing his usual ranting and
complaining routine.
For a holiday movie, it' s a good one for the kids, but don ' t
expect anything you haven ' t seen the Wet Bandits and BuzzLightyear
do before.
(out of four)

**

•Steve Kozak

1 hr. 40 min. Rated PG

Now playing for a limited
engagement at the

ORLANDO SCIENCE CENTER
Part of the
Cosmic Concert Series

SHOW SCHEDULE

Fri. & Sat.

The Beatles in 3-D
Laser Metallica in 3-D
Laser Flashback in 3-D
Laser Floyd
Shines on in 3·D

9:00 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m.
12:00 Mid.

Mention UCF's Club Corner
and receive $1.00 off
with student /.D.
Shows and show times sub1ect to change
without notice for more
Information call:

O

\,'?'.0-\),.,

o~,.,~~~

1~~~

( 407) 896-7151
Directions to the Orlando Science Center.
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Allah Bester
G9aJte.nder

•

Height:

··.:·'.

5'7"

•

Weight: 155

•

D.O.B. 3-26-64
Hamilton, Ontario
Aq uired: Free Agent
7-10-95

•
•

Selected by the Toronto Maple Leafs in the third round (48th .
overall) in the 1983 NHL Entry Draft ... the first goaltender
selected that year.
Career NHL record: 69-94-16
This season Bester has a 10-2-1 record between the pipes.
His 1.82 GAA leads the NHL and his .926 save percentage is
fifth best in the IHL.
photo/S9~LEAU

•
•

•
•
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Now with th ree trains •1., : .
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Save an additional 15°•0 with th e
Student Advantage® Ca rd .
· Fares shown are for
coach travel each way
based on ro und trip
ticket purchase.There
is an additional charge
lor first class or oth er
accommodations. Seats
are limited at these fa res
and fares are based on
availability. Fares and
schedules are subject to
cha11ge without nolice.
Other restrir.lions may apply.

•
•

GLOBAL DATALINK. lNC.

$14.95 unlimited hours/month
or $9.99 50 hours/month
CALL GDI today at 841-3690
http://www.gdi.net
Internet Access Special -

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Student Legal Services
Problems With:
• Landlords
• Insurance
•Contracts
•Traffic Tickets
Need:
•A Will
•A Name Change
• Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representative in certain
legal areas for qualified UCF students .
For information or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center room 227
Monday-Friday Sam-Spm
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association

<:i N

Call your travel agen1
v1s1t your local Amtrak station

11 ,

•

1-800-USA-RAIL
PiillMSNT
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Golden Knights look to avoid Gator bite
by TONY MEJIA
Asst. sports ed.

A puzzling thing occurred
Monday in the UCF Arena. The St.
Petersburg AAU Green Wave
drowned the Golden Knights. Yes,
as hard as it is to believe a bunch of
savvy, older, and unconditioned (that
is being nice) ball players came in
and drowned the Knights 98-90.
"There are a lot of good lessons that we can learn from a game
Iike this. After the Macedonia game
I think the players got a false sense
of how good we are. There were a
lot of glaring weaknesses that we
have to work on." said head coach
Kirk Speraw.
Fast forward to Friday, when
UCF travels up ·to Gainesville to
kickoff the regular season against a
hungry bunch of Florida Gators. UF
has a new coach in Billy Donovan,
has a brand new system in which
they run and gun and press for 40
minutes. Picked to finish in the basement of the SEC by most of the
national media, the Gators have
something to prove.
Despite the ugly loss to St.
PeteAAU Speraw and company are
taking everything in stride.
"I kind of expected not to win
this game. I knew that their physical
presence would cause us a lot of
problems," Speraw said. "Their
players are all savvy and skilled and

forced us into some bad situations.
I just hope the team can learn from
this and execute better in the future."
The future is now for UCF, as
they go into battle led by senior
Harry Kennedy. Kennedy paced the
Knights with 20 and 23 points respectively in the two exhibition
games. Junior co-captain Tony
Marlow comes off a double-double
in the loss to St. Pete and wil1 shore
up the front line alongside junior
Joe Cooper, freshman Mario Lovett,
and Scott White, and redshirt freshman Davin Granberry, UCF' s most
intimidating inside presence, who
was held out of the second half of
the St. Pete AAU game for undisclosed reasons.
The Gators frontcourt is also
unsettled. Their top frontcourt scoring threatLeRon Williams, a former
Mr. Basketball in Florida, has transferred. Greg Stolt, a 6' 8, 215 pound
sophomore has led Florida in scoring during the preseason. Their other
startersareJoelReinhartandDamen
Maddox, upperclassme_n who usually give way to Kendrick Spruel
and redshirt freshman Greg Cristell,
who has led the team in rebounding
during the preseason.
Guard play has been solid for
the Gators during the preseason,
and should be their saving grace a11
year. For Donovan's sake they better be, as they are the key to his

pressing defense and fast paced offense. Interchangeable guards Greg
Williams and Eddie Shannon will
be the trigger men and have been
solid during the preseason. Former
walk-on Dan Williams, sophomore
Mike McFarland, and blue chip
freshman Kenyan Weaks provide
backcourtdepth. Weaks,..outofFork
Union Military Academy in Concord, NC comes off a tremendous
performance in scoring 25 points in
20 minutes against the Melbourne,
Australia A11-Stars. He will also see
some time at small forward.
For the Golden Knights,
Speraw has made it clear that he has
not decided who will start at the
point Friday. JUCO transfer Chad
Steckline and freshman Cory Perry
are the candidates and have both
played well. D' Quarius Stewart wi 11
also see some time at the point.
Kennedy and Traina are set starters
at the two and three slots. Inyo Cue,
out of Gainesville Bucholz, will
make his homecoming averaging
10 points a game in the two preseason contests.
The Knights have not beaten
Florida in four different contests
dating back to '84-'85, when they
lost 106-55. Speraw's only game
against Florida was in '93- '94 and
went down as an 83-69 loss. This
will be Donovan's first game as the
Gators' head man. UCF is looking
to make it one to forget.

•
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Forward Tony MarlQw lays in two of his 12 points vs. St.
Pete AAU last.Monday night. Marlow also picked up 10
boards in the 98-90 loss.

Reflections on not just any football season
by KEN JACKSON
View From The Bench
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After taking last week off to
celebrateVeteran'sDaywithmyfamily exchanging gifts and singing festive songs of the season (Hey, if the
UCF gods see fit to give me the day
off, I'm going to go all out to commemorate the holiday), it's time to get
back to work and reminisce.
Let's dispense with the obvious: the end of the fourth quarter of
Saturday's football game marked the
end ofUCF' s first foray into the forest
ofDivision I-A football. They say that
out of every ending comes a
beginn.ing ... blah blah blah ... and the
first year forms a foundation ... yaddi
yaddi yah ... for the future of the
program ... whatever.
Did anything look different to
you, Golden Knight football fans?
Did the atmosphere seem different
that Thursday night in August when
this year started at the Citrus Bowl?
Hardly. This team couldn't
draw 20,000 fans for its home opener.
Some things never change in this town.
But still, those that did show up
could feel the buzz ... the realization
that, yes, this IS the big time, and\. e' re
ready! C'mon big boys, show us
whatcha got! ·
The first victim? The powerhouse that is .. .William and Mary, a
strong I-AA team that came into the
CitrusBowl favoredovertheKnights.
And the season kicked off (actually, it
looked like more of a shove from
behind) as UCF took control in the
first half, started to fumble away, then
took back for a win despite trying to

fumble the damn thing away for good
at the end.
If that game was a casual cup of
morning coffee, the following week
was the start of a Columbian
confectionary cascade. A four-game
road trip against some household
names of college football's middleupper class tested the heart and mettle
of this team. After limping home a
month later with four losses, questions
of "Did we think this I-A thing
through?" abounded.
But the team was home. Ah,
home sweet, ya know. Citrus Bowl,
sunshine, and a small, intimate gathering of 14,000 or so came to welcome
Their Home Team back to the friendly
confines. The Golden Knights didn't
disappoint as Todd "Mr. Excitment"
Cleveland returned the opening kickoff for a touchdown before many fans
had filed into the stadium. It was alead
they wouldri' t have to worry about all
day.
While making my preseason
predictions, I made this bold predic~
tion: October 19, Northeast
Louisiana...every year UCF has a disappointing home loss. This is it.
Well...
October 19, UCF leads NLU
by 11 with 3:24 left in the game. Final
score: NLU 39, UCF 38 ... nah, it's just
coincidence. (Or is that what I want
you to believe?)
That letdown and the assurance
of a losing season came ill-timed as
the following week brought forth a
meeting with the Ramblin' Wreck of
Georgia Tech on the road-factors
thatall butensuredahumiliatingstinging at the hands of the Yellowjackets.

Didn't happen. You hear me?
One thing remains unresolved
A team that had nothing to lose but from this season: the suspension of
somesweatwentto Atlantaand proved Todd Cleveland and Mike Grant. I'm
that for now or forever, the Golden all for discipline. Proven bad need to
Knights will NEVER be a pushover. be cast from the orchard. Punishment
You play your game on paper, we'll needs to fit the crime, regard less of the
take it to the grass ... you best come magnitude of the players.
prepared.
So these players did something
Sure, it was a seven-point loss, reallly bad to warrant terminal
but it showed that this team had pur- suspension .. .Jikesomethingcriminal !?
pose, intentions, and 'attytood'.
And if it's that bad, the public
That ambition carried the has the right to be told, because it
Knights to a three-win finale over affects "Our Home Team" and it is
homecoming victim Illinois State, an warranted. So will somebody please
honest-to-God road win against fel- • step up (ahem, Coach McDowell?)
low I-A newbie Alabama-Birming- and tell those interested out there what
ham, and a convincing grand finale happened?
against longtime I-A member BowlGene, we will find out what the
ing Green.
two players did. And the punishment
Now some heads were turning. better fit the crime.
"Maybe we need to rethink
this," the once-pundits said.
They were right. Look at some
of those early season losses. There
was a game that the defense kept the
team in until the very end (17-7 loss at
New Mexico), one to a bowl-bound
team (27-10 to MAC champion and
Las Vegas Bowl bound Ball State),
one to a team we've never beaten (287 to East Carolina) and one to a team
ranked in the top 25 (27-20 to Georgia
Tech).
.
Two of the five wins were impressive, too. One on the road against
UAB, a team that played Auburn and
Maryland tough early in the yearand a win over Bowling Green, a
legitimateMid-American conference
school. This '96 team can proudly say
that they were never truly embarassed,
despite a schedule that could have
provided it.

But the end of football season
does not mean the sports scene at UCF
shuts down. Hardly. In fact, it's just
heating up as the thennometer dips
into the winter season. The Running
Knightshaskethallteamsarehothlook-.
ing to return to the NCAA National
Tournament. .. that'sright, we 're talking 'Da Big Dance' here.
The UCF Arena holds about
6,000. Go forth, fill it a few times this
year, Knight fans. I'm not talking to
the 600 or so that do go ... those people
get the hint.
COMING ATIRACTIONS:
What do you think about the NCAA
paying college athletes a small stipend
tocoversomeout-of-school expense?
Does that make them pros? email me
kdj892 J2@pegasus.cc.ucfedu.
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